Lexis Affinity™ + FeeSynergy

Manage your debtors & get paid faster with a lot less effort!
Improve your cashflow with best practice debtor management.
Cashflow is a leading inhibitor of growth for firms,
but effective debtor management is the answer, and
nobody knows more about it than FeeSynergy — the
leading and most respected provider of professional fee
finance and integrated debtor management solutions
in Australia, and trusted Lexis Affinity partner.
FeeSynergy can increase your cashflow, reduce your
debtor days and automate your current processes,
all while improving the service you provide.
Plus, flexible monthly payment options, secure
online payment gateway and comprehensive partner
dashboard make life easy for both you and your clients.

Seamless Lexis Affinity Integration
Partner Dashboard
Automated email payment reminders –
fully configured to your business rules
Online Payment Gateway
Direct Debit module – fully integrated
and BECS compliant
Fee Finance monthly payment options
Invoice Presentment

To find out more about Lexis Affinity + Fileman, go to lexisnexis.com.au/en/feesynergy today.

Why Lexis Affinity + FeeSynergy?
FeeSynergy’s secure platform seamlessly integrates
with Lexis Affinity and connects directly to your
Affinity database. This enables automatic access to
all your historical financial information and means
the integrity of your data is ensured as there’s never
any double keying.
Once Lexis Affinity and FeeSynergy are connected,
FeeSynergy will work with you to understand the
data and how your firm operates. Your current
business rules and customer communications
strategy can be easily automated in their platform,
or you can lean on FeeSynergy’s years of experience
to optimise the way you manage your debtors.

Key Benefits
FeeSynergy is fully integrated with
Lexis Affinity
FeeSynergy connects directly to your Lexis
Affinity database, so all your historical data
is available immediately and there is never
any double keying of information.

Fee finance with monthly payment options
Get paid in full and on time while giving
your clients the flexibility to pay in monthly
instalments. Firms that offer FeeSynergy’s
monthly payment option achieve significant
reduction in average debtor days.

Automated email payment reminders
FeeSynergy connects directly to your Lexis
Affinity database, so all your historical data
is available immediately and there is never
any double keying of information.

Invoice presentment
Clients can view a copy of their invoice
and statement with a single click 24/7,
reducing the billing queries you receive.

Secure online payment gateway
A PCI compliant solution to efficiently
facilitate payments via your website,
giving your clients confidence.

Partner dashboard and analytics
Get an instant overview of your firms’
financial performance so you can see just
how much your cashflow has improved.

To find out how you can get debtor days down and your cashflow up, arrange a demonstration today!
LSS_Acct_Mgt@lexisnexis.com.au
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